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1. Circle groups of 10. Write the number to show the total amount of objects.

a.

c2 CN

b.
44 :: ;

2. Make a number bond to show tens and ones Circle tens to help Write the number to show the totalamount of objects.

I think 10, 20, and 8 is 28.

I ‘. N

r -1’
-I

:‘—

There are peanuts. There are carrots.

I circle groups often, I count the tens fwst
and then the ones. 2 tens 3 ones is 23.

a.

C
/

-r

-r

/ N
I

,—-—--——---,—-—

When I count wth ten-sticks, it’s much quicker
to count. 10, 20, 30, 31, 32, 33, ..., 39.

* —-.— -.*--

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 1: Compare ‘I-c efficiency ol counting by ones and c.xinting by tens, 1

O2D5 Cr t Mids. eurk-mth.org
61-Mi IWN-l.3.O-07.2015



Make or complete a math drawmg LU show tens and ones. Cornpete the number bonds.

3.

Lesson 1: Compare the efficiency of counting by ones and counting by tens.

4.

j (

35 ts made of 3 tens and 5 extra ones.

2 WREKA
MATH

2O15 Great Minds. eurekamathrg
01-MI-HWH-1t.O-07 2015



Is

Write the tens and ones Complete the statement

I.

tLs_.cs fls. -vi- 5tJ%5 t’5.I

T c ii I flowers.

In the number 16, the 1 stands for
- I ten. The 6 stands for 6 ones.

S

Wn:r- tO ICOn .Cd ones Comp.ee the t5i’ nCr

-. 17
5

H HH Ml
n—rI ‘-Il L5

H4 1’
—C t-l
UI ej
I’ Lk ;

L

I
I

There are o’4 cubes.

-

- HI look at the place value chart. 2 tens
I and 7 ones is 27 I can say It the Say
Tenway: 2tens7.

-it

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson?: use the place value rhart to record and name tens and 00cr wimtn atwo thor number.

r

3

2.
5

it

it, T - - -.—--...

3cL 38 can be separated into 2 parts: 30 and 8
I have 3 ten-sticks and 8 extra ones.

3.

Wnte the missing numbers. Say them the regular way and the Say Ten way.

tens ones

2 7 *

C 2515 Great Meas, eureka rn-hera
G1-M1HWH-1,3.O-Ol,2C15



4. Choose a number less than 40. Makp a math drawing to represent t. Fill in the number bond and place

value chart.

7

L_J L_i

I can make a Sgroup column
drawing. I draw 2 tens and
4ones. 24is2Oand4

Lesson 2: Use the p’ace va’ue chart to record and name ten’ and ones within a

two-dgit number.
4 EUREKA

MATH
0201.o Groat Mrnds eorek-math org
61 Ml HWH I 3,0-072015



1 Count as many tens as you can Complete the statement. Say the numbers and the sentences.

tens ones is the same as ones.

I see 26 as 2 tens and 6 extra
ones. I count by tens first.
10, 20, and 6 ones is 26.

2’ ones //
E ones

There are 38
ones. Or I can say
38 has 3 tens 8
ones. Each ten is
made of 10 ones.
So, I can count on

3oandthenby
ones to get to 38

As grapes: In a number bond: in the place value chart:

tens ones
—

I draw 1 group of 10 grapes
since 16 has I ten. Then,
draw 6 extra grapes to
show 6 ones, I can think of I
16 as 1 ten 6 ones or
16 ones.

EUREKA
MATh

Lesson 3: Interpret two-digit numbers as either tens and some ones or as all ones.

Fill in the missing numbers

2

3. *3

4.

____

The number 27 doesn’t have
7 ones. ft has 27 ones!
-‘-/

8 ones 3 tens

-: ones - tens 30 ones

5. Choose at least one number less than 40. Draw he number in 3 ways:

C et Mids eureka-mat r org
61 Mi CWH L3O-O72015



1. Fill in the number bond, or wnte the tens and ones. Complete the addition sentences.

/1/1

I can make a number bond that
shows the tens and ones. I can
break apart 25 into 20 and 5.

I iO( 10,

3 tens 4 ones is the same as the number
34. 3 is the digit in the tens place, and
4 is the digit in the ones place.

& I.esson 4: Write and interpret two digit numbers as addition sentences that
combine tens and ones.

EUREKA
MATH

5+ 20 7 ic
20 more than 5 is 25

j

02015 GreO Mmds. eurkamathor
G1-Mi-HWH-1.3.0-07.2015



2. Matc[ the pictures with the words
This statement combines tens and ones1

I can write a number sentence with the tens first, or
I can write it with the ones first, like 7 ± 20 27.
One number tells how many tens there aie and the
other tells how many ones there are.

Lesson 4: Write and interpret two-digit rombers as addition sentences thsMATH combine tens end ones

2O55 6at 1pd. ureka me.o 561-Mi HWH-L3O-O1,2011



Draw quick tens and ones to show the number. Then draw 1 more or 10 more.

1.

I can show 27 with 2 qutck tens and
7 on€s in a group column To

figure out 1 more, I add 1 circle to

imorethan 27 is 28

I I Look at how quickly I can draw 37, A quck
ten is a line that holds 10 beads! It

I represents a ten. I can draw one more
quick ten to show 10 more than 27.

10 morethan 27 is 37

Draw quick tens and ones to show the number. Cross off (x) to show I less or 10 less.

—

I can cross out a quick ten when I

‘I” I want to show 10 less than 17.
Now, there are no tens and 7 ones.

lOlessthan l7is 7.

4.

1 less than 25 is 2 t .

8 LessonS: dentfy 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less than a todigit number.

MATH
t 201S Great Mnd eureka nathorg
61-MI-HWH-i3.L-G7Z1J15



r

Match the words to the picture that shows the right amount.

-i

—( jt

‘-I,

ft

EUREKA
MATW

Lessons Identify 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less than a two digit nurnb—r.

The digit in the tens place
changes when I think of
10 more than 16. The
new number is 26. That’s
2 tens 6 ones

9

G 10 less than 23

10 m e than 16

02015 Great Mmds eureka-math erg
GI-Mi KWH 13.0-071015



Fill in the place value chart and the blanks,

2.

N
I

3 tens S ones

A...

6 = 0 tens 6 ones

I dime has the same value as
10 pennies, but it s iust I coin

3 dimes and S pennies equal 3

I don’t see any tens because
N there are no dimes. The
f6penniesisbcentsj

EUREKA
MATH10 Lesson 6: Use dimes and pennies as representations of tens and ones

r 2c05 Great Mrnds. ejreka-matt’ org
51 M1-HWH 1.3.C 072015



Fill in the biank. Draw or cross off tens or ones as needed.

- I can draw 1 more dime since
I want to show 10 more. So,
3 tens changes to 4 tens.
30 cents 4- 10 cents — 40
cents.

10 more than 30 s .
-

4 When Icrossoff 1 penny, I
-

have I iess 0123 cents, I/
could write this in my place

I value chart as 2 tens 3 ones.

1 less than 24 is

EUR.EKA Lesson 6: Use dimes and pennies as representanons of Cens and ones.MATH
(C2015 Sreat Mds. eureka mtn org
Cl MlHWH-l 3.057,20Th



Write the number, and circle the set that is greater in each pair. Say a statement to compa
re the two sets.

11.
:ff

• /

—

look at the tens place first to find the
number that is greater. 3 tens is more
than 2 tens. So, 30 is greater than 29.

Circle the number that is greater for each pair.

2
- -• - 4 tens is greater than 3 tens,

3 tens 9 ones 4 tens 8 ones
-

j so 48 is greater than 39
—-

Write the number, and circle the set that is less in each pair. Say a statement to compare
the two sets.

3 7/

8 8 numbers have 2 tens. Next, I look at

8 the ones place, and 7 ones is less than

/ L 8 ones. So, 27 is less than 28.

28 27

12 iesson 7: comre two quantities, and identify the greater or lesser of the two

given numerals,

02015 Gre,t Minds eurekamathorg
61 MI-HW1 1 3,0-072015



4. Wnte the value, and circle the set of coins that has less value.

The first set has 5 coins, and the
second set has 4 coins, but you have
to look at the values I Dimes and
nennies are like tens and ones. So, I
ten 4 ones is less than 2 tens 2 ones.

5. Maddox and Caroline are playing cards, If Caroline’s total has 29 ones and Maddox’s total is 26, whosetotal is less? Draw a math drawrng to explain how you know.

( Hey, 29 ones is also
I 2tens9 ones! Ican
draw a picture and
,just corn pare ones!

I
f

t4ckc”r’c itci lp4, k ow b te’ bat. !‘ow ,,.

d!ov Iac c’

02015 G,,t Mmdo o’eka-mathorg
G1-M14WH-1.30-07.2015

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 7: Compare two quantite, and dentifo tOe greater or esser of the two 13guen numerals.



Word Bank

1. Draw the numbers using quick tens and circles. Use the phrases from the word
is greater than

bank to complete the sentence frames to compare the numbers. is less than

isequalto

I I -

I look at the digit in the tens
place first to compare the

28 s iS i’Gfl 30. numbers! Even though there
are 8 ones in 28, that’s still less
than a ten. I read from left to

b. right: 28 is less than 30

1ten7ones,sep1to 17.

3 tens 3 ones is 33, Both numbers have j
3 tens, but 3 ones is less than 4 ones.

I So, 3 tens 3 ones is less than 34.

2. Circle the numbers that are less than 34. L”

3tens5 ones 4tens (3i (3te3ones)

14 lesson 8: Compare quantities and numerais from left to right.

MATH
02015 Creat M,nds. etreka r,rat5 org
61 M1-HWH 13.0-07 lOiS



S 0 —‘

3 Wnte the numbers In oroer from greatest to least. I read the numbers from left to right. 40 is
- -

- great°rthar24 21Isgreaterthanló
24

- .. .

12 j401
16

Where would the .iumber 38 go in this order’ Use words a rewrW tne numbers to explain.

S.— —— — — ————————. —————— — —— . . —— — — N
• Iput38between4Oand24 38lslessthan4Oand8,s I
greaterthan2l. Lookatthetens: 4tens3tens2tensi

S

I
EURIICA Sot cnmpa. c,aantPls and nwnqrak f’om left to ‘ight 15MATW

a2QaGmaMa.ummh a.3Stft2 307S15



1. Write the numbers n the blanks so that the alligator is eating the greater number. Read the number

sentence, using is greater than, is less than, or is equal to. Remember to start with the num
ber on

the left

-“

I remember to read starting with the number on

the Left, So, 28 s greater than 23 I know because

2 tens 8 ones is greater than 2 tens 3 ones.

aj__ >

_

EUREKA
MATH

28
a

I
29 30 .—

1 29 is less than 30. 30 is 3 tens! The
_> alligator wants to eat the bigger number!

if) —— —-———-—— —

2. Complete the charts so that the alligator is eating a greater number,
I read the number sentence as
iSis greater than 13. Both
numbers have 1 ten, but S
ones is bigger than 3 ones, so

theligatoreatsthenu

I write 8 in the ones place, so the alligator

eats the number 28. I can read the
number sentence as 23 s less than 28. I

could also write 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 ones,

16 Lesson9: Use the symbo!s >, =, and <to compare quanhtes and numerals.

G2015 Great Mmdt eureka math urs
Cl Ml HW[4 1,3.0-07.2(05



3 Compare each set of numbers by matching to the correct alligator or nhrase to make a true number
sentence. Check your work by reading the seitence from ieft to right

28 18 - l3haslten3ones.
3lhas3tenslone.— islessthan

1 So, 13 is less than 31.
j 31 t—

28 30 >
is greater than

EUREKA Lesson 9 use the symbols>, =, and <to compare quantities and nunerais, 17MATW
C203 Great Mrrdt eureka-mate ag
55 Ml HWH 110 072015



21

21 greeter ttan 12,

is less than

is equal to

/

3tens ‘ 32

3 tens isiessthan 32

I put the less than sign between 3 tens
and 32. 3 tens is 30. The smaller end
points to the smaller number!

C,

2 tens8 ones ( < )29

2tens8onesislessthori 29,

There are more ones in 29 than
in 2 tens 8 ones, or 28. The
symbol is open on the side that
the alligator likes to eat! But I
still read it from left to right!

Id.

19( 1ten9ones

19 JçgLpjt9_1ten9ones.

18 Lesson 10: Use the symbols>, =, and <to compare quanbbes and numerals. EUREKA
MATH

Use the symbols to compare the numbers. Fill in the blank with <, >, or = to make a true number sentence.

Complete the number sentence with a phrase from the word bank
——

——

Word Bank
a.

12
Both of these numbers have the

IS greater than

same digits, but they are in
different positions. That means I
they have a different value 2 tens I

1. 1 one is greater than I ten 2 ones!

<Zt’15 Great Mr,ds. eureka ,‘ath rg
Ml HWH 130-072015



Draw a number bond, and complete the number sentences to match the pictures.

1. 2.

‘ I40

.2 tens=- tens± ‘ terb tens— ten = tens

1) 1)

V

can say the number sentence with place value
units, so 4 tens = 2 tens + 2 tens, That’s the
unit way. Or I can just write the numbers the
regular way, so 40 = 20 + 20.

The number bond shows 3 tens on top
with 2 tens and 1 ten as the parts. The X
shows that I take away I ten. The
subtraction sentences match.

Draw quick tens and a number bond to help you solve the number sentences.

20+10= 3’

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 11: Add and subtracr t°ns horn a rnuIlipe nI in. 19

I

4.

I
) 0 I I I !Iit

II IAN
/
/ 1 can draw 4 quick
--- tenstoshow40. I

cross off 1 ten. There
are 3tensleft,or3O.

40—10 J

-

2 tens +1 ten = 3 tens. It’s just
like 2 + I = 3, except now it’s
tens. The units change!

/7

22j2115 Great Minds, eureka math.org
Cl-MI KWH LI 0-07,2015



Add or subtr3ct,

5. 4tens3tens=

6, 4i=IO±3O

canthink of the merprobrn,
4 = I + 3, to help me solve.

7 20—20=

20 Lesson 11: Add and subtract tens from a mu!tipe of in. EUREK.A
MATH

£ 2015 G’at Mmds eurka-ath rg
G1-M1-HW1-13.O-072O15



1. Fill in the missing numbers to match the picture. Write the matching number bond.

, ‘¼?-

+ =.;
I

‘7iten2ones+ 2tens= 3tens2ones, The
digit in the tens place changes because I add

1 2 tens. The ones stay the same.

2. Draw using quick tens and ones. Complete the number bond and the number sentence.

The number bond shows how I change 23

EURtKA
MATW

Lesson 12: Add tens to a tv’odigit number. 21

a. b

t5 ii
Gt; I I. Ir,ke44y I ‘

/ a’
.rc

+ =

,/ %\

a.

r _,•z

I ten more than 2 tens is 3 tens. That’s why there
is a 3 in the tens place. There are still 9 ones.

nes
b.

Ii
ii

Ii

+

23±C =

II

II
Ii

33 34

/\ i4 +77 =34

14 27

—

If 34 is the whole and 14 is one part, I can
add 2 tens to make 34. 2 tens is the

I same as 20. 14 pIus 20 equals 34.
7

02015 Great Gedu. eureka autherg
01 M1.HWH 13.0-012015



3. Use arrow notation to solve

b.

.3)

N

4. Use the dimes and pennies to complete the place value charts.

22 Lesson 12: Add tens to a two-digft number, EUREKA
MATH

17

_

a. c..

I can think: What number plus 2 tens
will give me 3 tens 9 ones? I ten
9 ones plus 2 tens equals 3 tens
9 ones! So, 19 is the number.

Er5
j 2 dimes and 6 pennies make 2 tens 6 ones. When I

I add 1 dime, 1 add 1 ten. Now, there are 3 tens all

I together. The number sentence is 26 + 10 36.

c)2015 Gre,t Mrnds eureka mathurg
61 M2-HWH I 3.6O7.2O1S



1. Use quick tens and ones to complete the place value chart and number sentence.

I *
1 4

I

25 is made of 20 and 5. I can
add 5 and 5 to make 10, Then I
knowthat20 + 10 = 30
That’s 3 tens.

EUREKA
MATH

Lessoi 13: Use counting on and the make ten strategy when adding across a ton. 23

I can show 2h with 2
quick tens and 6 dots,
or circles. I can show
adding 4 usrng x’s. 6
and4makeanewten!
Let me put a line
through these to show
it’s a ten. Now I have

‘ 3 tens! 26 1-4 =

2. Draw quick tens, ones, and number bonds to solve. Complete the place value chart.

25+5= a”

3. Solve. You may draw quick tens and ones or number bonds to help,

A f37 + 3 = —‘--- lknowthis one in my head. ,,more than 37 is4O.
I am making the next ten when I add 3 to 37.

@2015 Great Mrd& eureka-mah org
01-MI HWt-t-1.3 C-Cl iSIS



1. Use the pictures, or draw quick tens and ones. Complete the number sentence and place value chart.

Ii
I can use 2 quck tens and 9 j I ,
dots, or circles, to show 29. I ‘2’ I j
only need one more to make
anewten. Asladd5,the tens onesI first x makes a new ten. I

I start a new column as I draw I I I W4more x’s, I can draw a line I
through the new ten I made. I 1 S

I Now I can see easily that I I
have3tensand4ones.

1
—

29+5 = 34

2. Make a number bond to solve. Show your thinking with number sentences or the arrow way. Comple
te

the place value chart.

18+5= 23

I need 2 more to get to 20 from 18’ /\ tens ones

I can break apart S into 2 and 3. 2 w18 + 2 = 20. Then 20 + 3 = 23. 1
\__J

18 2 201re r ences 20 + 3 23
I to show my thinking.

I can use the arrow way to show
my thinking too! I start at 18. I

18 — 20 23 add 2 to get to 20. Then, I add 3 I
get to 23.

24 Lesson 14: Use counting on and the make ten strategy when adding across a ten. EUREKA
MATH

©2015 Sre,t Mrnds. eurek-mathr
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1. Draw quick tens and ones to help you solve the addition problems

I candrawl3wlthlqulcktenarid3dots -‘ I I
orcircies. lneedtoadd2x’s. That’s 15. I

rmtime, I’m adding 20, and that’s 13 20—
13+2JS I Ztens.Icanadd2qulcktenstomy

+ — -

13. Now Ihave33. J

2. Make a number bond, or use the arrow way to solve the addition problems.

11+2
0=L

I

__
__
__
__
__
_

10 1 Icanbreakapartllintol0andl. Then,Icanaddmytens.
That’s 3 tens, or 30, and 1 one to make 31.

tlO -
icanalsostartwlth 11 and addmytensoneatatlme.

11 — 21 31

26 Ienlt Addone and ones or tens andta
MATW

awisemn.aanfl
SI HWII 23015



4’.

‘t :- ;‘:

2 HowdldyousolveProblem 1(a)? Whydldyouchoosetosolveltthatway?
$ cftoce to ust o oo’ck fs - owing braan “n a dm4 I ‘nrc re” If WUS 090Sf F’39 ‘c 4cjfl II ‘IPa

3. HowdldyousolveProblem 1(b)? Whydldyouchoosetosolveltthatwav?
is d twa etbo, ‘b- in’ .oqtedt;s’edepantlad Whe
isow trot a ccvld ado S aid S tc mike a new ten.

EUREKA
MATW

flnTh Add ones and ones or tens and tans. 27

‘I

1 Use quick ten drawings or number bonds to make true number sentences.

•
1

— t.

a. 13+10= 1. b. 25+5= u
/\.

U

S.1
S I j%.

p — —— —— — — — — — q. (
. Icandrawl3andthenjustadd ! Icanbreakapart25into20and5.Ianother quick ten. Let me count what . addS and 5 to make the next ten. Thehave now: 10, 20, :.:23.

IOlSGflMa.wa.e.g



1. Two students both solved the addition problem below using different methods. Are they both correct?

Whyorwhynot?

285= 33
+2

28 30— 33

28 + S =

2 3

—‘ N

This student broke apart S so she could
get to the next 10. She needed 2 to get

I to 30. Then she added the rest and got I
to 33. That’s correct.

* ‘—‘I

They are both correct. 28 pius 5 is 33. Thefirst student used the arrow way to show his thinking.

That student added 2 to get to 30 and then added 3 more since he had to add 5 altogether The

second student used a number bond to show how she got to 33,

2. Another two students solved the same problem shown below, using quick tens. Are they both correct?

Why or why not?

16+2 j C7rey know 16+2=18. When Hook at
drangt matches the number sentencex

‘C

This does not look right. Let me see I
see too many quick tens. I knowl This
ntadded2tennsteadof2ones!

16+2= 36

The first student is correct. The second student is not correct The second sti4ent added quick tens

instead of ones. He has too much.

28 Lesson 18: Share and critique peer strategies for adding two digit numbers. EUREKA
MATH

This student used the arrow way to get
the answer. He used 2 to get to 30 and
then added 3 more to get to 33. That
means he added S altogether to get to
33 That’s correct.

\5,,

20I5 Great Mnds. eureka-math ur
01 Ml HWH-1.3 0-07.2015



3. Circle any student work that is correct.

StudentA

13 + 20 =

Student B

16± S =

Student C

1 ± 9

Ar- J

know 16±3=19 not 20. Ican seethis is not
i correct. I can fix it by writing 19 instead of 20,

I can then add 2 to 19 and the total is 21.
K

Fix the student work that was incorrect by making a new drawing or drawings in the space below.

!cV L±sTh
/

Choose a correct student work, and give a suggestion for improvement.
.StisdentA ark’ a ab sokied V ItToot beawra aoa’t I ‘xri wt rd? ers to 1$ i rc do ,ha
ny bean and get the answer 31

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson IS: share and critique peer strategws for adding two digi’ numbers. 29

/ic2cIic:
_._

x
)]

,1=

Th

02015 Grtat Mrnas. eurera-matn.m-g
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Solve using the RDW process.

John has 5 red racecars and 12 blue racecars. How many racecars does John have in all?

can draw 5 circles for the
red racecars I put my
circles in a rectangle to
keep them organized. I
label my drawing with the
number S and the letter
R, so I know that this
rectangle represents the S
red racecars,

\
[__/

5 12 -
I draw a box around 17 because it
is the total and answers the
question. The last part of RDW is
write, I can write a statement to

the question.

John has 17 racecars

30 Lesson 19 Use tape diagrams as representations to solve put together/take apart

with total unknown and add to eoth result unknown word problems.
EUREKA
MATH

I connect the two rectangles arid draw a box
with a question mark labeled with the letter T

because it is the total. When I find the total,

I will know the answer to the question.

7 -

T

_ii
- zzzzzEzzzzzz

J
I can draw 12 circles for the blue racecars. I organize my circles and put

them in a rectangle labeled with the number 12 and the letter B, so I know

that this rectangle represents the 12 blue racecars.

2015 Greet Mrnds, erek-mathog
01-MI HWH 13.0-072015



Solve using the RDW process
/

1. Mary has 14 play practices this month 7 practices are after school; and the rest are in the evening.
How many practices are in the evening?

-.

7 What do I know after reading the problem?
i know the totaL or the
whole I can draw 14
circles in Sgroup rows
to represent the total
number of practices.

/

••••• •fl•• 0000!

I know there are 7 practices after
school. I can draw a rectangle
around 7 of the circles to represent
the 7 practices that are after school.
I label the rectangle with the letter A
for after school

I draw a rectangle around the rest of the circles,
This represents the practices that are in the
evening. count the circles and see there are
7 practices in the evening 1 label the rectangle
with the letter F for evening.

What can I draw?

—

14 — 7
= LJ < I draw a rectangle around

I the 7 because 7 is the
answer to the question

EUREKA Lesson 20: Recognize and make use of part-whoie reiatronships within tape
diagrams when coisrng a vanet’y or oruhem types.

44cjr, hc’.c 7 racr ces. ti;t? evenfrc.
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? Katelyn gave some of her stickers to her friend She had 18 stickers at first, and she still has 12 stickers

left. How many stickers did Katelyn give to her friend?

l can draw a rectangle to
represent the stickers
Katelyn gave to her friend
and label with the letter G.
I put a ? in the rectangle
because I don’t know how
many stickers Katelyn gave
to her friend.

—

j

Katelyn gave 6 stickers to her friend.

18

32 Lesson 20: Recognize and make use of partwhoie relationstups within tape
thagrams when solving a vanety of problem types

EUREKA
MATH

I can draw two lines connecting
the rectangles and label the total
to represent the 18 stickers.

—

..... ..... 00

C I can draw more circles and
count on from 12 to 18 to
find the number of stickers
Katelyn gave to her friend.

L

I can draw a rectangle with 12 circles
labeled with the letter L to represent the

I 12 stickers Katelvn has left

‘2Ci5 Gea 1ds eureka-math or
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Solve using the RDW process.

Emi made a bracelet that was 1 3 centimeters long. The bracelet didn’t fit so she made the bracelet longer.
Now the bracelet is 17 centimeters long. How many centimeters did Emi add to the bracelet?

4/

F

F-I
Lii -

• in dized? certh eters tr the tece’ef.

EUREKA
MATW

Lesson 21: Recognize sod make use of part-whole relal ionchips within tape
diagr4mswhen soMog a variety of problem tvpes

33
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I F 1

I N

I can draw 13 circles to represent the length
I of Emi’s bracelet at first. I label with the
letter F for first beads on the bracelet.

A

4/

I can draw more circles for the length
Emi added to her bracelet until the
total is 17 beads. I add 4 circles to
represent the added length.

.552515 Crest Sheds. eureka ur1 erg
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Use the tape diagrams to write a variety of word problems. Use the word bank1 if needed. Remember to

labei your model after you write the story.

11 more.

Beth picks some flowers for her main in the morning. She picks 11 more flowers in the afternoon Now she

has I S flowers for her mom. How many flowers did Beth pick in the morning?

34 Lesson 22: Wnte word problems of varied types. EUREKA
MATH

What does thts
drawing tell me?

The total is 15,

..... ..... .
.7
. 11

M A

me.

Topics (Nouns)

flowers goldfish lizards

stickers rockets cars

frogs crackers marbles

Actions (Verbs)

hide eat go away

give draw get

collect build play

I can use the words in the box to help me think
of what to write, or I can think of my own idea.

2O 5 Great Mrnds ereka-rnatherg
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1. Fill in the blanks, and match the pairs that show the same amount.

I can match these pictures because they both show 32. 3 tens
2 ones is equal to 2 tens 12 ones. If I bundle 10 ones in the
picture on the right, it would have 3 tens 2 ones

i6 c
—‘ ,

s tens ones ones

2. Match the place value charts that show the same amount.

i The place value chart shows how many
tens and ones. It’s okay to have more
than 9 in the ones. 2 tens 15 ones is 35,

/

tens I ones

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 23: Interpret two-digit numbers as tens and ones, ncluding cases with more
than 9 ones.

35

3 tens 7 ones is the same as 37
ones. I can unbundle the 3 tens,

I which makes 30 ones. I add the 7
jones, and now I have 37 ones. )

©2015 Great Mrnds. eureka-mathorg
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3. Erni sayc 2 c the same as 1 ten 19 ones, and Ben says 29 is the same as 2 tens 19 ones. Draw quick tens

to show if Emi or Ben is correct.

Bert

I,

/

———
—

I One straight line is a quick ten. draw I quick

ten and 19 ones for Emi’s drawing 1 draw 2

quick tens and 19 ones for Ben’s drawing.

____________
_____)

Emi is correct because I ten 19 ones is the some os 29. Ben is not correct because 2 tens ‘19 ones is

the same as 39, which is not 29,

36 Lessooi23: Interpret two-digit numbers as tens and ones. including cases with more EUREKA
than 9 ones. MATH
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1. Solve using number bonds. Wnte the two number sentences that show that you added 10 first Drawquick tens and ones If that helps you

15+ 10 = 25

25+3=28
S

-I draw 15 usIng quick tens and ones. I can
breakapartl3intol0and3. Iaddl5and

I 10whlchequals25. laddthe3onesto25.
IuseWstoshowlamaddingthe3onea

—

— —

lwanttoaddl0flrst sol
break apart 16 into 10 and
6usinganumberbond. I
addl0to23andget33.
ThenIadd33and6,

i whlchismyanswerof39.
— — —— —

SnZt Mdapaof two.dWt menberswhen the ones d%ks baa. san lessthanorequelto 10. 37

1

a.
15+1=

10 3

b.

I

164 23=

23+ 10= .

.m +6= .

I

61-UI IIUILSSWJflS



2. Solve using number bonds

can break apart 17 nto 10 and 7
using a number bond, I add 10 and
23, which equals 33. Then, I add 33
and 7 to get my answer of 40.

‘Th
I didn’t write the two number sentences I

I because I was able to add in my head. I

38 Lesson 24: Add a paw of two-dtgit numbers when the ones digits have a sum less

than or equal to 10.
EUREKA
MATH

a. b
17+23= 4(’ 22 + 18 = —

S 2015 Ereat Mordt. eureSs-math org
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1. Solve using number bonds. This time, add the tens first Write the two number sentences to show whatyou did.
a. b.

12+16= 7 23+lfl-1 •1
Sa

I

I ‘ I5) a C
(Pt .3

-S.

I
lneedtoaddthetensfErst icanbreakapartl2into
l0and2andaddlotolófirst. 10+16=26. I
stillhave2moretoadd: 26+2=28.

2. Sohe using number bonds. This time, add the ones first. Write the two number sentences to show whatyou did.
a: b.

• n+zg=w

A• 6 Il 10 1

23; —t9 •
‘, 1 30• a- 36 .C. 6u

- . -

i I can still break apart 16 into 6 and 10, i’cethat when I add my onesibutthistimeladdtheoonesto23first. I theresuftisthe nextl0.

__

J

________

lURIICA Iaena a pee onwo digit niatdiess when the ones digits hew a sian of iess 39MATh t0 10
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1. Solve using a number bond to add ten first. Write the two addition sentences that help you.

eed to use the add ten fwst strategy Ibreak aa rt
one of the numbers into 10 and some ones.

a. 25 ± 14 = 39 b. 19 + is =

10 4

19 10— °
25+10=

A )fl Z + 5
.) + t .a *—-.—

5+1035,

I Now I just have to add the ones; that’s easy too.

40 Lessan 26: Add a pair of two-digit numbers when the ones digits have a sum greater EUREKA
than 10. MATH
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2. Solve usmg a number bond to make a ten first. Wute the two number sentences that help you

a.
16+19 18+14=

±1=

! ± = +

I
16 is broken apart into 15 and I because

I could nave a’so chosen to break19 needs I more to make the next ten.
apart 18 tnto 6 and 12 because I can
make the next ten with 6 and 14.

Lesson 26: Add a pair of two-chg numbers when the ones dgts have a sum greater 41MATH than 10.
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For the following problems, solve using the strategy that makes you feel most comfortable.

1. 15+17 = 3

21. 10=31

4. 19+18= 37

I feel more comfortable using quick tens and

ones. I can draw 17 with one quick ten and

7 ones. I draw the ones with S closed circles

-. and 2 open circles, to help me ee how many

more 7 needs to make a new ten.

I can break apart 15 into 10 and 5, and add a quick

ten next to the quick ten in 17. Now I only have S

more to add. I use x’s to draw this part to help keep

track ot how many I need to draw. 1 add 3 x’s to the 7

ones in 17 . I draw a line through the circles and x’s

because 7 and 3 makes a ten, I have 2 more to draw, I

can draw 2 more x’s. My drawing shows 32.

For this problem, I feel most comfortable using the

add ten first strategy, which means I break apart 14

into 10 and 4, and then I add 10 and 18 which

makes 28. I have 4 more to add. 28 and 4 is 32. I

For this problem, I feel most comfortable
adding the ones first. 12 is ten and 2 I can
add the 2 to 19, which makes 21. Then, I can

quickly add the 10 to get the answer.

N
._—“ For this problem, I feel most comfortable making I

19+1=20 _c2..... a 10 I know that 19 needs one more to make

20 ± 17 37 18 into land 17.
)

42 Lesson 27: Add a pair of two-digit numbers when the ones digits hav a sum greater

than 10.
EUREKA
MATH

2. 18+14= 32

18 10=28

28 ± 4 32

3. 19+12= 31

}
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Solve usng quick tens and ones, number bonds, or the arrow way.
1. 26+13= * -— e

—. I solved using the arrow way because I know
13 Is 10 and 3. ‘can addthe l0firsttaget
36andthenadd3 Myansweris39.

2. l8+l= ‘-

• 9.

z L . - -- -. — Isolvedusinganumberbond. Imadeaten.
-

— Iknowl8needs2moretomake20,sol
broke apart the other 18 into 2 and 16. IS

‘

added 2U and lb to get my answer of 36.
4) 4 *t

. -

3. 22+18= -0

t: isofreduflqwcktensandones.Ican1 draw2quicktensand2ones. Icandraw
I l8more. iBis ltenand8ones.I — __ ——— — 4——— —— a——— — ——

I
i
I

—
— — —

4——

Icandrawthe2onesin22withclrcles
% andthe8onesinl8withxs. WhenldoI thlslmakeanewtenanddrawallne

--___

I
E1JPIJ(A lana Add a p*nftrs.d%itmsnber.wfthvwIedsianc hi th.mws 43MATW
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Solve using quick tens and ones, number bonds, or the arrow way.

1. 24±i6 4
/

I solved using the arrow way because l know

16s lOand6 lcanaddthe 10 to24first

to get 34. I know that 34 and 6 is 40.

I solved using a number bond I
2. 17 + 12 = added 17 and 10 and got 27. Then I

- added 27 and 2 to get my answer of

o 29. I didn’t need to write the
number sentences because I can do

the math in my head,

dn’t solve any using drawings this
time. Using the arrow way and

I number bonds is more efficient for
me now. If I get stuck I can always

useaqukktendrawin

44 Lesson 29: Add a pair of two digit numbers with varid sums in the ones. EJREI(A
MATH
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